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1 Introduction
Ophthalmology can profit greatly from the analysis of digital images because they can aid in establishing an
early diagnosis even before the first symptoms appear. This dissertation [1] contributes to the digital analysis
of such images and the problems that arise along the imaging pipeline of fundus photography, a field that
is commonly referred to as retinal image analysis. We have dealt with and proposed solutions to problems
that arise in retinal image acquisition and longitudinal monitoring of retinal disease evolution. Specifically,
non-uniform illumination compensation [2], poor image quality [3], automated focusing [4], image segmen-
tation [5], change detection [6], space-invariant (SI) [6] and space-variant (SV) [7] blind deconvolution (BD).
Digital retinal image analysis can be effective and cost-efficient for disease management, computer-aided diag-
nosis, screening and telemedicine and applicable to a variety of disorders such as glaucoma, macular degenera-
tion, and retinopathy [8, 9].
2 Retinal Image Acquisition
Acquiring good quality retinal images is important in order to extract meaningful information that is medically
relevant. Identifying good quality images is mainly a no-reference quality assessment problem in which there is
no ground-truth. In [3] we studied several no-reference quality metrics and found anisotropy to be an important
feature to quantify image degradation, specially blurring. The metric based on anisotropy showed the best
agreement when compared to the image quality assessment produced by two expert readers.
Along the same line, we proposed a focus measure for non-mydriatic fundus imaging based on the anisotropic
properties of image degradation [4]. The proposed focus measure is based on a weighted directional variance
of the normalized discrete cosine transform. The normalization is carried out in order to achieve illumination
invariance. The focus measure performance was compared, by means of simulated and real images, to other
standard focus measures. The results obtained from the analysis of infrared image sequence extracted from
the retinal camera showed that the proposed measure outperformed the considered measures in robustness and
accuracy. The code is available in [10].
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Figure 1. From left to right: degraded retinal image, restored image with estimated PSF, change detection.
3 Retinal Image Enhancement
Blur is one of the main image quality degradations in eye fundus imaging. We have addressed this problem
by means of BD, in which the blur can be described by convolution with an unknown point-spread function
(PSF). In a first approach [6] we considered the blur to be SI and proposed a multichannel BD strategy for
the restoration of blurred retinal images. As an unprecedented take on the multichannel BD problem, we use
pair of retinal images from the same patient acquired even months apart. We adjust the images (registration,
illumination compensation, and structural change detection) [2] so they comply with the proposed degrada-
tion model. We developed a strategy for the detection of structural changes between acquisitions (Figure 1),
e.g., macular degeneration, hemorrhages, aneurysms, etc. Such changes are masked in the PSF estimation
stage. The proposed approach was tested on both synthetically and real degraded images showing a remarkable
enhancement evidenced by the increase in visibility of details such as small blood vessels (Figure 1).
The SI approach may fail because the blur changes across the field of view. For that reason, we proposed a
SV BD approach [7]. Because the blur changes smoothly we assume the SV PSF to be locally SI. Thus, we can
estimate local PSFs by dividing the image into a grid of small patches. We detect possible PSF estimation errors
that may arise in regions with scarce structural information. [11] Unlike other works, we do not deconvolve the
image per patch and stitch the patches together to produce the restored image. The estimated local PSFs are
sewn through interpolation to build the SV PSF. The method was tested on artificially and naturally degraded
retinal images obtaining an important enhancement in all cases which can leverage the images’ clinical use.
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